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Hive Digital Solutions is a digital marketing agency

based in the UAE that focuses on empowering brands

and making them unique and different from the

market. 

 

With our data-rich, performance-driven approach to

digital marketing, we work with brands of all types,

from fast-growth startups to international

organizations. We’re far from traditional and even

further from the average agency.

 

We’re a partner – a vital extension to your marketing

team. Let us become part of your team, and we'll get

passionate about your success. 

 

Our Team Is Your
Team

www.hivedigital.ae

Info@hivedigital.ae

+971502288300



{Business Remodeling}

We construct an environment, so that your business can sustain itself

and forever on the world wide web. And you do not have to worry

about that.

{Smart Web-Apps / Websites}

We provide excellent web design services to assist your company in

bringing more customers and keeping them on your site! More than

just a beautiful design, we develop websites with a comprehensive

strategy aimed at converting site visitors into customers.

{Security And Management Softwares}

Now when you are up and running, the major problem that remains is

to maintain and secure your venture.

We cover that by providing software that will make sure that you

always remain secure and managed, with just some clicks.

{SEO Solutions}

We are here to guide you in improving your natural search engine

results using both on- and off-page approaches that have been

shown to achieve results. Our SEO professionals have a proven track

record of increasing a website's authority through highly effective

tactics that produce measurable results.

{Brand Marketing}

Your social media platform should help your business expand, which

is why we recommend some well-placed advertising that may

provide you with rapid and converting leads. A solid social media

plan that combines organic and paid marketing will increase your

sales. We have the best team in the region that will guarantee you

rapid results.

What Do We Offer? 



High-quality custom web

design

Full source code

handover

Lead capturing actions

Marketing Tools

Essential elements of

good design

User experience-oriented

web design 

Dedicated SEO package

Whatsapp integration

Contact form

Built-in SEO

Integrated blog

Social media integration

Content management

Live chat integration

Frontpage animation

WEB DESIGN 

Website/App 

Automated Email Tools 

Control Panel

Essential Templates 

Business Illustrations 

PROFFESIONAL

START-UP

Social Media Inti. 

Promotional Resources 

SEO integrated website 

Server Storage 

Expansion Suggestions

Security Support 

Technical Support Lifetime

Relation

Expansion Suggestions

Security Support

Technical Support 

Simple SEO package

Employee Management

Administration Roles

 Data Reports

Traffic Reports

Social Media Inti.

Website/App 

Web-Software(admin)

Automated Email Tools

Control Panel

Stock Management 

PREMIUM

THESE SERVICES ARE INCLUDED IN ALL OUR PACKAGES

.com domain SSL Certificatie Super Fast Servers Tech Support



Product Management System  

Stock Management System

Payment Gateway

Staff Management System

Billing & Invoice System

Analytics Dashboard

Personalized Layouts

Google Merchant Integrated

Scalable To Every Extent

On Demand Upgrades

E-COMMERCE 

CAN BE ADDED WITH ANY ONE OF THE PRIMARY PACKAGES

Logistics Integration 

Social Media Integration

Sharable Product Links

Mail Management System

Automatic Response System

ADD-ON'S

ESSENTIAL ADD-ON'S

Store Manager Content Revision Extended Support

Content Management Dedicated Servers Chat Bots



SEO 

Performance Promise

Custom Strategy 

Keyword Search

Content Research

Campain Dashboard

ADVANCED

STANDARD

Extensive Technical SEO

Optimization

Moderate UX

Enhancements

Infographic Marketing

Technical Error Fixing 

PREMIUM

Advanced Technical SEO

Optimization

Major UX Enhancements

Infographic Marketing

Pillar Content

Development 

Our Digital marketing team specialize in helping you to connect, engage and strengthen your brand with

current and prospective customers. We do this by optimising and leveraging your visibility through channels

like SEO, Content Marketing, Local SEO and Social.

Our SEO Philosophy is based on our 3 SEO Pillars: Technical Foundation, Content Relevancy and Authority &

Trust. Each of these Pillars can help your brand improve its Organic Reach, Visibility and Performance. We

work collaboratively with our clients in making sure our SEO Roadmap is based on leveraging each of the

pillars as much as possible.



BRAND MARKETING 

FACEBOOK

INSTAGRAM

BRAND BUILDING

To reach the right people you need the right tools. With Hive Digital Solutions, you’ve got everything

you need to connect with your fans and find new ones. From organic posts to targeted ads, manage

your social channels all in one place. We have extensive knowledge on Instagram Growth, Facebook

Growth, engagement targeting and a lot more very well. If you're lagging behind on your social

media platforms, let us handle what you're missing. 

Our highly skilled and creative branding team are also able to assist you in building your brand. We

will develop a unique company's portfolio including: logo, identity system, brand architecture and

messaging platform.

Unique Posts

Story Handling

Advertisement Assistance

Highlight Icons

Eye Catching Reels 

Generate Traffic

Manage Advertising Campaigns 

Generate Impressions

Manage Posts

Create Unique Banners

Logo Files

Presentation Templates

Booklet Templates

Banners 

Business Cards 



INSTAGRAM CONTENT

PACKAGES

It’s an ongoing juggle of posting on instagram at the perfect time, engaging on the fly and coming

up with new ideas to beat the algorithm. You don’t need to break what’s working for you, but if you’re

needing a little extra inspiration to refresh your approach, it’s always a good idea to try out some

new types of Instagram posts and Stories.

Let us manage your Instagram brand account. We will cover different types of content: in-feed,

Stories, Posts etc..  we will study all the required information and create a method that will work for

you. The idea is to introduce new types of content to your account so your audience will keep up

their active engagement.

We have designed our packages such that they will cover all your

needs and are scalable at the same time

9 Posts (per month)

2 Story (per week)

IMAGE PACKS VIDEO PACKS

18 Posts (per month)

3 Story (per week)

27 Posts (per month)

4 story (per week) 

6 Video (Post)

2 Video (Story)

9 Video (Post)

3 Video (Story)

12 Video (Post)

4 Video (Story)



FAQ
F R E Q U E N T Y  A S K E D  Q U E S T I O N S

Why is website important for a business?

Websites are an essential tool for businesses to establish their credibility and build trust with their

customers. This can then be further boosted by local SEO services to attract a local demographic

for businesses who might be new in the market.

Why it is important to create a unique website?

It will perfectly convey your vision and brand identity. Uniqueness provides a good indexing of a

site, indicates to users the value of information, goods or services, and improves an overall

perception of a brand.

What is SEO?

SEO is the process of taking steps to help a website or piece of content rank higher on Google. To

make it a bit simpler, search engine optimization means taking a piece of online content and

optimizing it so search engines like Google show it towards the top of the page when someone

searches for something.

Why is SEO important?

SEO is important because it keeps the search results fair. … Users trust search engines, and

achieving a top spot in search engine rankings signals to searchers that your site is a credible

source. The higher you rank in results pages, the more clicks and traffic your site will generate.

How much time will it take for the results?

Most of the results appear within 4-5 weeks after the application of the services, but it solely

depends on the type of the website/business, trends and competition in the segment

What is brand marketing?

Brand marketing is a way to promote your product or service by promoting your brand as a whole.

Essentially, it tells your service’s or product’s story by emphasizing your whole brand.

Why branding is important?

Branding is important because not only is it what makes a memorable impression on consumers

but it allows your customers and clients to know what to expect from your company. 

Why is it important to promote on social media?

Social media networks are open to all, giving businesses a chance to follow their consumers’

activities or potential buyers. This helps marketers be more informed about their target audience,

likes, dislikes, and interests so that they can create a better marketing strategy to attract such

customers.


